Oil for jeep liberty

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to add oil to your Jeep
Liberty. Before adding oil to your Liberty, make sure that your engine was cold and that your car
was parked on a level surface when you checked the oil level otherwise you won't be able to tell
if your Liberty has a low oil level. For most Jeeps, if your oil level is at the minimum mark on
your dipstick, you should add about a quart of oil. If you are unsure how much oil to add to your
Liberty, add a little bit at a time and check your dipstick frequently. This video shows you where
the oil fill cap is located on your Liberty and how to add oil. Adding too much oil to your Liberty
can be harmful, so it is easiest to add a little at a time. Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Transmissions that leak fluid usually have
never been flushed and the seal is finally leaking. The right stop leak product can cure a lot. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Dealing with minor transmission fluid leaks. Try this
cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor
leaks. Replace reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can
replace them with bright LEDs. Replace the front turn signal. If your blinker doesn't blink, or
blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out bulb. See all videos for the Jeep Liberty. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Log in or Sign up. Aug 9, at PM
1. My KJ 3. I only use 5W30 Mobil 1 full synthetic high mileage oil, and change it every 4, miles.
As far as I can tell, there are no leaks anywhere. Valve cover gaskets are in good shape, and I
just replaced the front crank seal. I replace the PCV valve every k miles. No visible blue smoke
from the exhaust. When I first got the Jeep, for the first couple of months LOTS of milky-looking
gunk would appear in the oil filler neck which seems to be pretty common based on other posts
here on the forum. Replacing both crankcase breather hoses with breather filters completely
fixed this issue - no more gunk whatsoever. But it didn't have any noticeable effect on the oil
consumption. I understand that oil consumption is probably caused by bad valve seals. So, is
there anything else I can do to reduce the oil consumption? Maybe use a different brand or
weight of oil? Are there any additives that do actually work? Aug 9, at PM 2. Mobil 1 HM is one
of the allegedly more potent HM oils around, according to the oil forums. Could try Valvoline
maxlife for the hell of it. Are you using Mopar PCV valves? Aftermarket ones can cause oil
burning. I go through about that much oil in that time frame, but mine's leaking a good bit.
Covers the engine and transmission skids. And oil pan. Free undercoating. Aug 9, at PM 3. It's
not that big of a deal to have to add some oil every other week or so, but if there's an easy way
to reduce it Aug 9, at PM 4. That HM oil is a band-aid at best and usually doesn't help. Bad valve
seals is a very likely issue but in most cases bad valve seals means worn valve guides also.
Plus don't rule out bad oil control rings on the pistons. Aug 9, at PM 5. Bad aids but looks like a
new motor is in order. Aug 9, at PM 6. Many are going to hate me saying this :help: , but you can
go to a 10w and if that doesn't help, 20w Aug 9, at PM 7. Aug 10, at AM 8. I hesitate to mention
this but the oil additive to stop leaks might help. I never like use of that stuff because it can
make the seals worse be swelling them up too much but I relented in a old Cherokee with k on
the engine, I had replaced all the front seals, figured what the hell I'm going to pull the motor
anyway so got a bottle of the stop leak at Walmart, think the brand was Lucas, mechanic I know
recommended another brand I forget what it is On the Walmart stuff first oil change oil loss
seemed about normal, second oil change after the treatment showed remarkable improvement,
hardly leaking oil now, and my usual milage marks to add a quart are wrong, kind of freaking me
out cause that jeep always leaked since day one. I would try everything else before that kind of
additive cause you'll probably have change all the seals it affects eventually. But as a patch to
get by, I'm not sure. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Pro. Aug 10, at AM 9. Aug 10, at AM
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December edited January in Jeep. I have a Jeep liberty, 3. The oil light came on so I took it to my
mechanic. I was using a semi-synthetic oil, he took it out and put the factory recommended oil
in it. Light went out for about an hour then came back on. Next he changed the sensor, light
went off for about 10 minutes after I got the car back. Now it comes on and blinks for a while

then stays on steady. I don't know where to go from here, my mechanic is not sure either, any
ideas? December Your post didn't specify how long you've owned the car or if you know its
prior maintenance history. When I read the symptoms, my thoughts go to a sludged up engine
due to lack of proper maintenance too long between oil changes. But you could also be dealing
with a failing oil pump. Either way I see your post was from week's ago, so I'd imagine you have
found the issue by now anyway. I have a Jeep Liberty 4X4, 3. The oil light will come on when
initially started after sitting for awhile. However, if the engine is cut off and re-started the oil
light does not come on again. The oil is changed every 3, miles since purchasing the vehicle in
February Any solutions to this little mystery. Thank you,. I bought the Liberty new in 02 and
have faithfully changed the oil and filter every 3, miles. Sometimes the oil that comes out looks
as good as what is going back in. Did the manual guage thing and it has good pressure but I
just can't get the light to go out and that warning noise is making me crazy. The engine sounds
great but I don't know where to go from here. January I am currently loking into the same issue
on a liberty for a friend. So far he has taken it to another shop that replaced the oil pressure
sending unit. I removed the connector at the sending unit and found it to be full of oil also. I
cleaned both connectors. Then I checked for the 5 volts going to the sensor which was good. I
also had 5 volts coming from the pcm on the signal wire. I stopped at this point yesterday
because I was going to town for the night. Will update with more as I find it. I took the Jeep to
my mechanic and they replaced the oil sending unit. He advised that some of the after market
oil sending units will not properly function on the vehicle and will still come on peridoically. He
stated that they used an oil sending unit from the dealer and the system had an error code of
PO which was cleared. The problem has not returned. Hope this helps. Thanks for the
information. I checked with my mechanic and the unit he put on was from OEM and not from the
dealer. I haven't had the time yet to get it back to him and try one from the dealer, it would be
great if that solved the problem but the process of elimination gets expensive. Have you found
anything more? Any information I can get really helps. July Right now I am dealing more or less
the same problem. It began after thermostat was remove for a treatment of water mixing with oil.
I found some answers that identify this kind of problem with missing thermostat. I am going to
installe an original one to see if it is part of the problem. I have read the above comments and I
have somewhat the same problem I hope someone can help me.. I have been getting oil chages
every miles but my last oil change my oil light came on. Just yesterday I had another mile oil
change and ran into the same problem. My mechanic stated that I may have an oil pump
problem or worse. Plese help me. Just got a 02 liberty and am having the oil light problem,,
seems to be common,,replaced sensor and now comes on at rpm everytime. It has all new oil
and filter and next of course will be the gauge test but we all know that will be fine. There is
nothing wrong in the engine so count that out. I would like to find someone who has solved this
problem,, the only one i can find in any forum is a wire short so i will tell my mech that,,,,
question is??? Our '04 Liberty has been doing this for a while, but it's sporadic. Sometimes you
start when cold and the light comes on, so I wait for a sec or two for pressure to come up and
then I have to shut off the engine and start it again to get the light to shut off. I don't know if it is
the sending unit or the pump is not building pressure quick enough. Another thing it could be
hope not is the engine bearings are worn but I'd have to run a pressure test to find out.
Sometimes I can hear the tappets clicking when I start it so who knows. I was one of the first
ones to post this problem hoping to get some answers from others with the same problem and I
did. After dealing with my mechanic for months I decided to take it to the dealer. I knew this
would be a nightmare but I did it anyway. After about 30 minutes the guy comes back to me and
tells me the engine is sludged-up and it will cost quite a bit of money to repair it. I bought it new
in and changed the oil faithfully every 3, miles, give me a break. I didn't even bother to ask him
how he knew that without taking anything apart. I hate it when somebody pours something
down your back and tells you it's raining. Well bottom line is it's someone else's problem now.
September After hearing all this nonsense about bad sensors I put a GM sensor in and all
problems went away. I have 02 Liberty, oil light comes on and off, replaced oil sender twice and
still comes on. So I took a mirror and flash light ,place the mirror the right angle to look straight
in the sender hole with the light. Guess what I found? A rubber plug floating around in there. I'm
the third ower,so who knows how that got in there. Maybe it's been in there from the Jeep
factory. I started the engine to see if the oil would push the plug out, won't quite come out.
There's a pipe plug close to that sender hole,which is a larger hole. Going to take that pipe plug
out the next time I can work on the Jeep. I know this has been the problem all along. Ha Ha. My
daughter had a 02 Liberty that had this same problem. Three new sensors later she still had the
problem. I found out later that the OEM sensors her mechanic was putting on were defective. I
have an 05 Liberty and this problem has just started with mine. I'm going to the dealer and by
one from them and have my mechanic put it on. Hope I have better luck than she did, I'll let you

know. Having been once a Chrysler aficionado, I can look back at the history of some of the
engines Chrysler has put out in the real world and tell what I have learned. My last Chrysler was
a Liberty with the diesel. It died an ignominious death at 77, miles after the number one
connecting rod failed destroying the whole thing. But let me address some other issues here.
There have been several engines put out by Chrysler than have been sludge producers
including the , the , the , the 3. All of these engines have internal gas and internal oil flow issues
and they run quite hot inside, more so than G. In , I did my research before purchasing a Dakota
pickup with the After a break-in period of miles, I switched over to synthetic motor oil. In we
purchased a new Chrysler Concorde with the 2. It was treated the same way as the Dakota. The
2. Internally, the engine needed to be kept immaculate otherwise it would fail. The 3. The use of
a good oil filter helps too. I feel for those of you with these issues but unfortunately Chrysler
has built a few problematic engines. If they are kept immaculate inside, then they are
delightfully powerful and trouble free. If they are not well kept, you know the results based on
what I have read in this blog. August Did exactly what I said I was going to do. I took the car to
my mechanic and told him I wanted a factory Jeep oil sensor put on it. I even told him to put a
Mopar oil filter on it and change the oil again. As it turned out the oil pressure sending unit was
bad and leaking. I never looked under the hood and I guess it wasn't leaking badly enough for
me to see any oil on the ground. Have not had any problems since. May I have an Jeep liberty
V6 with the same issues. I changed out the pressure switch with OEM Mopar and issue was still
there Turn Jeep on oil light will come on, turn off and back on, light goes away. Traced wire
from oil switch to fender wall behind the battery to module with 4 big connectors, right next to
brake fluid reservoir. Removed the one closer to steering wheel furthes back and connected
back on. Problem went away.. You may need to move red locking tab away from wall to unlock
connector. Good luck. March Krusherwilm NC Posts: 1. Oil pressure light comes on only when
braking or idling lower than rpm. Just has the oil pan seal replaced No codes, sensor is fine It's
near the back
02 honda odyssey firing order
volvo ecm codes
nissan frontier engine diagram
of the pan. When braking the oil essentially sloshes forward so there's no enough oil going up
the tube to the oil pump Bsimmers Posts: 3. February I have the same problem light comes on
when I stop at a light or when I slow down ,I had the uptake tube changed and it made no
difference. McNoodleHead Posts: 1. Has anyone checked to see if the engine oil light was
coming on because it was time for an oil change. YouTube has videos on how to reset this. It's
an easy fix and free to do. I would try this first before spending a lot of money. It seems to me
that if something major was going wrong with the engine like a bad oil pump that the engine
light would also be on as well as the oil light. Effies NC Posts: 1. So my came up with the same
issue. Oil light on under RPM. Took it to Meineke after I read this forum. They checked the oil
pressure and it was good lite on or not. They changed the oil sending unit and mine is fixed.
Thank you everyone for posting. Sign In or Register to comment.

